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ABSTRACT
Thesis Title : The Use of Demonstration Method to Improve the Students’
English Vocabulary at the First Year of MAN 1 Makassar
Year : 2016
Researcher : Astia Luth Laben
Consultant I : Dr. Hj. Djuwairiah Ahmad, M.Pd., M.TESOL
Consultant II : Dr. Hj. Mardiana, M.Hum
This research was conduct to the first year students of MAN 1 Makassar in
academic year of 2016/2017. The problem statement of the research was “To what
extent of Demonstration Method able to improve the students’ English Vocabulary at
the first year of MAN 1 Makassar?”. Based on the problem statement above, this
research consisted of one objective that was “To find out whether the use of
Demonstration Method was effective to improve the students’ English Vocabulary at
the first year of MAN 1 Makassar”.
The researcher applied pre-experimental using pre-test and post-test one group
design. It consisted of three steps; pre-test, treatment, and post-test. The research
consisted of six meetings, one meeting for pre-test, four meetings for treatment, and
one meeting for post-test.
The research employed vocabulary test as the instrument of data collection.
The instrument was used in pre-test and post-test. It was found that the students’
vocabulary from the pre-test to the post-test had improved highly. It can be seen from
the improvement of their pre-test to post-test score. The mean score of the pre-test
was 59.97, and it has increased to 82.25 at the post-test. Also, the score of the t-test
was higher than t-table (7.585>2.021). After conducting this research, most of them
were brave to ask questions, help and respect each other, and explore their ideas.
Based on the data above, the researcher concluded that Demonstration Method
was able to improve the students’ English vocabulary. This research had proved that
learning Demonstration Method was successful in teaching English vocabulary. It used
a variety of learning activities to improve their understanding of a subject. Therefore,
the researcher suggested to all teachers of English to use Demonstration Method to
improve the students’ English vocabulary.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
To able to read, write, speak, listen and study well, students have to have
adequate vocabulary. However in the learning process, there were many students
have problem in vocabulary. As the researcher’s experience, when she taught in
MAN 1 Makassar, there are many students got problem in memorizing and
pronouncing the vocabulary. They were lazy to memorize the vocabulary, because
they thought that there was no good technique or method to memorize. The
students were bored. Therefore, they were difficult to memorize the vocabulary.
The researcher found the students’ vocabulary were very poor, even
though they have been studying English since they were in junior high school.
This case caused by some handicaps hampering them in learning vocabulary, for
instance the low interest of the students’ themselves, the condition and the
situation of the classroom and the boring method of the learning which did not
support the students to be excited in improving their vocabulary. These factors did
not motivate them to learn vocabulary (Mustamin, 2010).
Therefore, a teacher should have more attention to technique in improving
the students’ English vocabulary. Some students improved their vocabulary by
reading, translating, analyzing, identifying, memorizing words and listening to
others. Sometimes they were viewing vocabulary items as along and boring list of
words (Brown, 2001).
2In teaching and learning vocabulary at the first year students’ of MAN 1
Makassar the students’ felt bored because the teacher cannot explain material in
the classroom well. The experienced teacher of English know very well how
important of English. They know that students’ must learn thousands of words
that speakers and listeners use. The students cannot listen, read or write fluently
until they have learned a number of words and the concepts that were related to
them. Consequently, students’ must be exposed by experiencing with many
concrete objects such as flower, a letter etc. to attain a functioning vocabulary.
The development vocabulary is necessary prerequisite to language fluency and
never ending responsibility for teacher. Therefore, vocabulary should be learned
from elementary level.
Therefore, based on the above explanation, the researcher conducted
research to improve students’ interest in learning English, especially in improving
English Vocabulary by using Demonstration in class. By using Demonstration
Method the researcher expects the students will be active, concentration to the
teaching and learning process, interested and motivated to learn English
Vocabulary.
In improving the students English vocabulary by using Demonstration
Method in study of English at educative by participant besides can master taught
items, also in expecting can give change process and result of conducted by study
is goodness at cognate domain (knowledge), affective domain and can
psychomotor ( itself actualizes and skill) in everyday life.
3From some the fundamental description, hence the researcher interestsed
in checking and studying deeper about: English vocabulary by using
“Demonstration Method” at the First Year Students’ of MAN 1 Makassar.
B. Research Problem
Based on the background above, the researcher formulated the problem
statement as follow: To what extent is the Demonstration Method able to improve
the first year students’ English Vocabulary of MAN 1 Makassar?
C. Objective of the Research
Related to the researcher problems above, the objective of this research
was: to find out whether the use of  Demonstration Method is effective to improve
the first year students’ English Vocabulary of MAN 1 Makassar.
D. Significances of the Research
The results of this research was expected to be theoretically and practically
useful. The research was expected to give significant contributions, they were:
1. Theoretical Significance
This research was expected to be a valuable information and
contribution for the teaching and learning process. Demonstration Method
is one of method in teaching vocabulary. It was expected to be worth while
information to improve teaching vocabulary.
2. Practical Significance
This research was expected to give avaluable contribution to the
students, lecturer, and next researchers.
a. For Students
4The researcher also expected the students to get more spirit and know how to
increase their English vocabulary in learning activity.
b. For Teacher
The researcher hoped that it can help the teacher to improve
students’achievement; it was expected to give alternative contribution and
information about the method in teaching vocabulary.
c. For the next researcher
This research was expected to be able to give significance to the other
researcher as a reference for further studies on similar topic.
E. Scope of the Research
This research was focused on improving students’ vocabulary by using
Demonstration Method for the First Year Students’ of MAN 1 Makassar. In this
case, the students were taught about Verb, especially action Verb.
F. Operational Definition of Terms
In this section, the researcher would like to give the operational definition of topic
as follows:
1. Demonstration method
Demonstration Method is the simplest method of the other teaching
methods. It is by showing a process of an event or thing until the
performance of behavior figured out in order to be known and understood
by students in reality or imitatively. This method is the most previous used
by human being that is when they find wood to make firewood, while the
children notice and practice it.
52. Definition of Vocabulary
According to Heriyawati (2010:153), “vocabulary is core
component of language proficiency and it provides much of the basis for
how well learners speak, listen, read, and write”. Vocabulary is stocks of
words in language that can support the learners to learn the skill of the
language. Besides, Azar (2012) says that in learning a foreign language,
vocabulary plays an important rule. It is one element that links the four
skilld of speaking, listening, reading, and writing all together.
Nilawati suggests (2009:9), “vocabulary is a central of language
and of critical importance of typical language”. Without sufficient
vocabulary, people cannot communicate effectively or express his or her
ideas in both oral and written form. Therefore the students’ should have to
obtain vocabulary mastery.
6CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Previous Related Research Findings
Many researcher had already explored their research about the use of
Demonstration Method in improving English language skill. Some of the findings
were presented in the following section.
Yuri Hartono (2011) conducted a research entitled “students’ performance
enhancing efforts to revealing monologue in the procedure text through
demonstration method in the ninth grade students of SMP Negeri 1 Sumobito
Jombang”. The objective of the research was to find out the improvement students’
reading by demonstration method at the ninth grade students of SMP Negeri 1
Sumobito Jombang. The research findings indicated that the use of Demonstration
Method could improve the students’ communicative competence and achievement
Learning English.
Yusrida, Masitowarni Siregar (2010) conducted a research entitled “The Effect of
Using Demonstration Method on the Students’ Achievement in Writing Procedure
Text”. The objective of the research was to find out whether Demonstration Method
has a significant effect on students’ achievement in writing procedure text at the third
year students’ of SMP Negeri II Tambangan. The result suggested that the
Demonstration Method had a significant effect on students’ achievement in writing
procedure text.
7Muh. Alam Nasyrah Hanafi (2012) having analyzed the data, it can be started
that the students’ reading skill at the first year at SMA Hidayatullah Boarding School
of Makassar was low level before the test in the first cycle and in high level after
doing the test in the second cycle and the implementation of demonstrative method
could increased the students’ reading skill.
Abdul Wahid Karim (2014) conducted a research entitled “Improving The
Second Year Students’ Speaking Ability Through Demonstration Strategy At SMP
Negeri 27 Bulukumba”. The result of this research showed that demonstration
strategy was effective to improve the students’ speaking ability of second years
students’ at SMP Negeri 27 Bulukumba. This statement was based on the comparison
of t-table value with t-test value in which t-test value was higher than t-table value;
8.03>2.05. This means that the null hypothesis (H0) was rejected and alternative
hypothesis (H1)was accepted.
B. Some Pertinent Ideas
1. Definition of Vocabulary
According to Good (1973), vocabulary as content and function words of
language which are learned so thoroughly so that become part of child’s
understanding, speaking, and later reading and writing vocabulary. Besides, Nilawati
(2009) stated that vocabulary is a central of language and of critical importance of
typical language. Without sufficient vocabulary, people cannot communicate
effectively or express his or her ideas in both and written form. Therefore the students
should have a obtain vocabulary mastery.
8In Cambridge dictionary (2000) it is stated that vocabulary is all the words used
by a particular person, or all the words that exist in a particular language or subject.
Vocabulary is core component of language proficiency and it provides much of the
basis for how well learners speak, listen, read, and write. Heriyawati (2010:153)
stated “Vocabulary is stocks of words in language that can support the learners to
learn the skill of the language”. Besides, Webster in Siska (1989) stated that
vocabulary is: (1) a list of words and sometimes phrases usually arrange in
alphabetical order and the defined a dictionary, glossary or lexicon, (2) all the words
of language, (3) all the words used by a particular person, class, profession, etc,
sometimes all the words recognized and understood by a particular person, although
necessary used by him (in full, passive vocabulary).
Good (1973) defines vocabulary as the content function words of language,
which are learned so strongly that the part of child’s understanding, spelling and letter
reading and writing obviously, and vocabulary is the words having meaning when
heard or seen even through it is not produced by the individual himself to
communicate with other.
Good et.al (1995:642) said that vocabulary is:
1. Either the content or the function words of language which are learned so
thoroughly that becomes a part of child’s understanding, spelling, and later
reading and writing.
2. The words have meaning heard or seen even though not produce by individual
himself.
9In another view, Simon and Schuster (1979) define vocabulary as in the following:
1. A list of words and sometimes phrases, usually arranged in alphabetical order
and defined, a dictionary, glossary, or lexicon.
2. All the words of language.
3. All the words used by a particular person, class, profession, etc: sometimes all
the words recognized and understood by a particular person, although not
necessarily used by him (in full, passive vocabulary).
By analyzing the definition above, the writer concludes that vocabulary is a
list of words which have meaning and it arranged alphabetically, recognized, and
understood by a particular person in speaking, listening, reading, and writing. In
relation to research of Murcia and Olshtain (2000:76),  they classified the vocabulary
into two types. They are in the following:
a. Receptive vocabulary refers to the words are understood when they encounter
in a text.
b. Production vocabulary refers to the words are sufficed for conversation and in
written English texts.
2. Types of vocabulary
Harmer (1991) stated that there are two types of vocabulary, they are as follows:
1. Active vocabulary refers to the vocabulary that the students have been taught
or have learned and which they are expected to be able to use.
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2. Passive vocabulary refers to the vocabulary that the students do not frequently
use but can be recognized and understood the meaning both in textual and oral
contexts.
While, good (1995) divides vocabulary into four kinds, they are as follows:
1. Oral vocabulary consisting of words, which are actively used in speech. The
significance of character of oral vocabulary is that it is actively used by the
speaker and in unrehearsed situation.
2. Writing vocabulary consisting of words which are actively used in writing
since it is not under the constrains of time. It is substantially under range than
the vocabulary of unrehearsed.
3. Listening vocabulary is the stock of words to which one responds with
meaning and understanding in writing of others.
4. Reading vocabulary is the stock of words to which ine responds with meaning
and understanding in writing of others.
3. Teaching and Learning Vocabulary
Vocabulary is very important for second language learners; only with
sufficient vocabulary learners can effectively express their ideas both in oral and
written form. Thus they should have a good idea of how to expand their vocabulary
so that they can improve their interest in learning the language. Teaching vocabulary
plays an important role in language acquisition because the mastery of vocabulary
will help students to master all the language skill; speaking, listening, writing; and
reading.
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According to Nurasik (2011) learning a language will never successful
without learning and understanding the vocabulary or that language since the
vocabulary is the prerequisite and unspeakable unit of language. Hunt and Beglar
(2011) stated that there are approaches to vocabulary teaching and learning as
follows:
1. Incidental learning vocabulary as a product of doing other language activities,
such as reading and writing.
2. Explicit instruction refers to the intentional learning of vocabulary through
instruction, which is essential for beginning students whose lack of
vocabulary limits their reading ability.
3. Independent strategy development concerns with equipping the learners with
strategies for vocabulary learning.
Allen (1983) classifies the technique in teaching vocabulary for beginner classes as
follows:
1. Let the students look at the several words that are introduced in the first year
text book, words representing nouns, verbs, adjective, and other kinds of
words.
2. Showing some picture, especially the pictures the students draw.
3. Showing the real object.
4. Definition in simple English, using vocabulary that the students knew already.
Hatch and Brown in Azar (2012) states there are essential steps of learning
vocabulary: (1) having source for encountering new words, (2) getting a clear image
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for the form of new words, (3) learning the meaning of new words, (4) taking a strong
memory connection between the form and the meaning of the words, and (5) using
the words. Besides, Wallace in Ismayanti (2010) states the main principles of
teaching and learning vocabulary are as follows:
1. Aims
Whatever a program or an activity is accounted, it always goes with a
dinstinct aim. In teaching vocabulary, we have to be clear about our aims,
how many of vocabulary listed we expect learners to be able to do, if it is not
clear at this point, it will be difficult assess how successful the vocabulary
learning has been attained.
2. Quantity
Having decided on what involved in vocabulary learning, we may then
decide on the quantity of vocabulary to be taught, the number of new words
that our students can learn, if we expect the words that will be taught become
part of students’ active vocabulary. Then put the number of words as low as
round five until seven new words. Clearly, the actual number will depend on a
number of factors varying from class to class and learner to learner. When
there are too many words, the students may become confused discourage and
frustrated.
3. Need
In most cases, the choice of vocabulary taught the students, the teacher
uses course books is syllabuses. In any case, the teacher in choosing the
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vocabulary that is going to be taught will relate to the aim of course and the
objectives of individual lesson. It is also possible for the teacher, in a senses,
to put the responsibility of choosing vocabulary to be taught to the students. In
other words, the students are put in the situation where they have to
communicate the words they need, as they need then, using the words as the
information.
4. Frequent
In teaching and learning vocabulary, there has to be a certain amount of
repetition until there is evidence that the students have learnt the target words,
the simple way of chucking that the learning has been done is by seeing
whether the students can recognize the target words and identify meaning. If
the words have to be part of the students productive vocabulary, they must be
given an opportunity to use them, as often as necessary from them to recall
the words at all, with the correct spelling and pronunciation and identify their
meaning.
5. Meaningful presentation
In presenting the vocabulary lesson, the students must have a clear and
specific understanding of what word denotes or refers to. This requires that
the words presented in such away their denotation and references are perfect
and unambiguous.
14
6. Situational presentation
The words presented are appropriate to the students situation with a
favorable condition, enough time consuming and convenient method, the
students will automatically succeed in learning vocabulary.
7. Presenting
Words very seldom occur in isolation, so is important for the students
to know the usual collocation that the words occur in. So, from the very
beginning the words must appear in its natural environment as it were among
the words naturally collocates with. Collocations are words which are
commonly associated.
8. Learning vocabulary in the mother tongue and in the target language.
There are five steps to learn or to achieve vocabulary in the mother
tongue and the target language as follows: (1) there is a felt need, (2) the
mother tongue learning learner mostly controls his own rate of learning, (3)
the mother tongue is exposed to an enormous quantity of his own language
and has tremendous scope for repetition of what he learns, (4) the language is
nearly always encountered in appropriate context, and  (5) since the words are
learned as they arise out of a felt need in particular situation they usually have
a clear denotation.
9. Inference procedures in vocabulary learning
Inference is also one of strategies in learning vocabulary in which the
learners are a head on a practice by using a definite knowledge to have a clear
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understanding if the words they learnt. The students infer the meaning of the
words by listening or reading then used in certain context and certain
situation.
4. Kinds of vocabulary
Everyone has two kinds of vocabulary which are often called passive and
active vocabulary. Passive vocabulary is made of all those words one recognizes in
written and oral content.
Harmer (1991) divides vocabulary into two types, they are:
1. Active vocabulary refers to vocabulary that the students have   learned. They
are expected to be able to be used by the students.
2. Passive vocabulary refers to words, which students will recognize when they
meet them, but they will probably not be able to produce. Syamsudarni (2005)
has the same reason with Leggat and Harmer but adds one of type of
vocabulary, namely reserve vocabulary is the word we know but we rarely use
them in ordinary speech. We use them in writing when we have more time to
consider or think.
Page an Thomas in Afiati Romiati (2006) have different argument. They divide
vocabulary into four types, they are:
1. Oral vocabulary consisting of words actively used in speech. They are words
that come readily to the tongue of conversation. The more often the person
enters a word the more readily it will come to his tongue.
2. Writing vocabulary, the words that comes reality to one finger.
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3. Listening vocabulary, the stock of words to which one respond with meaning
and understanding in the speech of others.
4. Reading vocabulary, the words to which one respond meaning and
understanding in the writing of other.
According to Heriyawati (2010) there are two kinds of vocabulary: high and
low frequency vocabulary. High frequency vocabulary is one of which is often used
by the speakers, such as book, apple, and chair. Meanwhile, low frequency
vocabulary is one which is rarely used by the speakers, usually called difficult
vocabulary because the vocabulary is unfamiliar to then listener, for example
aardvark, which is a name of animal.
5. Definition of Demonstration Method
In modern education, demonstration method are very popular. People
departing from the idea that if only convey information with lectures cannot be
understood. But learning something completed by using senses, it would be
understandable. Demonstration means an act of showing something by proof or
evidence. From the definition, it can be seen that the purpose is to show and to
explain how something works or is accomplished. So that the audience get the
message clearly since they listen, know, and see the steps of how something is
done. According to the Barton, et al. (1976: 157) the demonstration method,
when properly selected and used, may be very effective. It is not a universal
method, however, demonstration are most likely to be successful (1) in
teaching operative skills (2) in developing understandings, (3) in show how to
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carry out new practice, and (4) in securing the acceptance of new and improved
ways of doing things. Demonstration method develops students’ understanding
or makes them easier to understand how something is done. So, students find it
easy to write what they have seen, listened, and practiced.
The purpose of this method is to clarify his statement, save is explained,
saves energy because a lot of talk. If you give a verbal description of the
problem often happens what you want is sometimes presented less clearly
captured by the students. Than the method that will be very clear
demonstration because students understand what is meant by the teacher.
With the above explanation, they are not afraid to speak, because every
student makes the interpretation of materials no longer fixated on textbooks.
6. The Effectiveness of Demonstration method in Teaching Comprehension
The purposes of teaching by using demonstrative method is to show process
of an event according to teaching material, the way to get it, easiness of the students
to understand the materials.
According to Barton, et al. (1976: 157) there are seven advantages of demonstration
method:
1. Demonstrations attract and hold attention; they are interesting.
2. Demonstrations present subject matter in a way that can be understood
easily.
3.They convince those who might otherwise doubt that a thing could be done, or that
they themselves could do it.
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4. The demonstrations method is objective and concrete.
5. Demonstrations permit the teaching of theory along with practice.
6. Demonstrations yield a high rate of “take” to “exposures”.
7. They aid in developing local leadership.
7. The Procedure of Implementing Demonstration Method in Teaching
English Vocabulary:
a. Teacher delivers the competencies to be achieved.
b. Teacher presents a glimpse into the material to be delivered.
c. Prepare the necessary materials or equipment.
d. Appoint one of his students to demonstrate appropriate materials have been
prepared.
e. All students pay attention to the demonstration and analyzes.
f. Each student put the results of its analysis and teacher makes conclusion.
C. Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework underlying in this research was given in the
following figure:
Figure 1. Theoretical Framework
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a. INPUT: something to do with any activities and terms that would be
committed as pre-test before treatment within the class during the research by
using Demonstration Method.
b. PROCESS: Reffered to the teaching and learning vocabulary through
Demonstration Method after given a pre-test.
c. OUTPUT: Given whose aims to know the influence or effectiveness of
Demonstration Method to improve Students’ English Vocabulary and to know
the Students’ Vocabulary Mastery.
The students’ prior
knowledge on
vocabulary
INPUT
Teaching and learning
English vocabulary
through Demonstration
Method
PROCESS
Enhancing students’
basic vocabulary
mastery
OUTPUT
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D. Hypothesis
The hypothesis of this research was formulated as follows:
1. H0 means that the application of Demonstration Method is not effective in
improving students’ English Vocabulary at the First Year of MAN 1
Makassar.
2. H1 means that the application of Demonstration Method is effective in
improving students’ English Vocabulary at the First Year of MAN 1
Makassar.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD
In this chapter discusses research design, variables, population, sample,
instrument, data collection procedures, data analysis techniques and statistic
procedures. To make it clear, it will be explained as follows:
A. Research Design
The researcher applied pre-experimental design with one group pre-test and post-
test design. This design involved one group which was pre-test (01), exposed to
treatment (X), and post-test (02). After the treatment was finished, the post-test was
administered to see the achievement. The comparison between the pre-test and post-
test score depends on the how the researcher conducts the treatment to be success.
The design was:
Figure 2. Research Design
O1 X O2
Notes:
O1 = is the pre-test
X = is the treatment by using Demonstration Method
O2 = is the post-test
(Arikunto, 2013)
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B. Research Variable
The kinds of variable that correlated with research consist of independent
and dependent variable. Independent variable is the variable that influences another
variable to achieve what is expected by researcher. Whereas, the dependent variable
is the result that expected through implement of the independent variable (Arikunto:
2006). Based on the title above the researcher can identify that the dependent variable
is the “Students’ Vocabulary Mastery” and the independent variable is the
“Demonstration Method.”
C. Population and Sample
1. Population
According to Tiro (2011) Population as the whole certain aspect of
characteristic, phenomenon, or concept that become a limelight. Population in
this research was taken from the first year of MAN 1 Makassar. There was ten
classes of this school which consist of 37 students and. The total number of
population is 370 students.
2. Sample
According to Tiro (2011) Sample is a number of member which is
taken from population. He continues that amount of sample is a given by the
number of data or observation in sample itself. Thus, the researcher used non
probability sampling technique, also was called deliberate sampling or
purposive sampling as the approach. The researcher choosed one of the
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registered classes of X MIPA 1 as the sample of the research. The number of
respondents chosen as the sample were about 37 students.
D. Research Instrument
To help obtain the data, research instruments employed in this research was a
vocabulary test. The test consisted of pre-test and post-test. The test consisted of three
parts. They were multiple choices, matching word and filling in the blank. It was used
to measure the students’ vocabulary before and after the treatment.  Pre-test used to
find out the student English vocabulary mastery and it was given to the students at the
first meeting before giving the treatment. Post-test was used to know whether there
was an improvement of the students’ English vocabulary mastery after being treated
Demonstration Method.
E. Procedures of Collecting data
1. Pre Test
In the first meeting, the researcher gave the students a pre-test. This
test was applied to measure the students’ English  vocabulary before
treatment.
2. Treatment
The researcher gave treatments to the students. The treatment was
done for three weeks. The first week, the students were taught about
introducing and explaining Demonstration Method. After that, the researcher
gave examples of Demonstration Method and how to do it. The second week,
the researcher were demonstrate some form of the verb and explain the
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meaning of some verbs and then ask students to guess the verb what is meant
by researcher. And the last week, the researcher were ask some students to
make a motion that corresponds to the verb that has been provided, then the
other students guess what the word was exhibited by his friend in front of the
class.
3. Post Test
After applying the treatment, the researcher conducted post-test to the
students to find out whether there was any progress or improvement of the
students on vocabulary mastery after learning using the Demonstration
Method.
F. Techniques of Data Analysis
To analyze the data, the researcher applied some steps;
1. Scoring the students’ correct answer of pre-test and post test.
Total grade = Total correctTotal items x 100
(Brown, 2014: 62)
2. The scale used in classifying the students’ score was
Table 1. Classifying Students score
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Scale Classification
A 91 – 100 Excellent
B 81 – 90 Very Good
C 71 – 80 Good
D 61 – 70 Fairly Good
F 51 – 60 Fair
G 41 – 50 Poor
H 0 to 40 Very Poor
(Adapted from Wayan N & P.P.N Sunartama, 1986:80)
3. The formula used in computing the mean score of the students was
X N
X
Where:
X = Mean score∑ = Some of all score
N = Total number of students
(Tiro, 2011: 120)
4. The formula used in calculating the standard deviation was
= ∑X−− 1, where SS= ∑X − (∑ )
Where:
SD =  standard deviation
SS =  the sum of square
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N =  total number of the subjects∑ = the sum of all square; each score is squared and all the
squares are added up(∑ ) = the square of the sum; all the scores are added up and the
sum is squar
(Tiro, 2011: 120)
5. The formula used in finding out the differences between students’ score in
pre-test and in post-test was:
= x1 − x2 +
Where:
t = test of significancex1 = mean score of experimental groupx2 = mean score of controlled group
SS1 = sum square of experimental group
SS2 = sum square of controlled group
n1 = number of students of experimental group
n2 = number of students of controlled group
(Tiro, 2011)
6. The result of the t test were compared with t table to see if there was a
significant difference between the experimental class and controlled class on
the other hand, the experiment was effective or not.
t table >t test= Effective
t table <t test= Not effective
(Subana in Irmayasari, 2013: 32)
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents the research findings and discussion. The findings present
the description of the data collected through test. The further explanations and
interpretation are given in the discussion section.
A. Findings
The finding of this research deal with the students’ scores of pre test and post
test, the frequency and the rate percentage of the students’ scores, and hypothesis
testing of the faired samples. These findings are described as follow;
The range scores were classified into seven levels based on Depdikbud scale. The
students’ scores of pre-test were classified onto some criteria. The criteria and
percentage of the students’ scores of pre-test and post-test are as follows:
a. Students’ pre-test
Table 2 Students’ Pre-Test
No. Classification Score Frequency Percentage
1.
2.
3
4.
5.
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Fairly good
Fairly
9.1 – 10
8.1 – 9.0
7.1 – 8.0
6.1 – 7.0
5.1 – 6.0
-
-
-
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0 %
0 %
0 %
55 %
34 %
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6.
7.
Poor
Very Poor
4.1 – 5.0
0 – 4.0
3
-
11 %
0%
Total 37 100  %
Table 1 above showed that the rate percentage of score of pre-test from 37
students, this table showed reasonable score. None of the students achieve excellent,
very good and good score. There 24 (55%) student achieve fairly good score, 10 (30
%) students got fair score, 3 (15 %) students got poor score and no students achieve
very poor score.
Table 3. Students Post-Test
No. Classification Score Frequency Percentage
1.
2.
3
4.
5.
6.
7.
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Fairly good
Fairly
Poor
Very Poor
9.1 – 1.0
8.1 – 9.0
7.1 – 8.0
6.1 – 7.0
5.1 – 6.0
4.1 – 5.0
0 – 4.0
1
29
5
2
-
-
-
3 %
75 %
15 %
7 %
0 %
0%
0 %
Total 37 100  %
The data in table 2 showed that the rate percentage of the post-test score. The
table describe that there was a significant improvement. The table above shows that
1 students’ achieved excellent (3%), 29 students achieved very good (75%), 5
29
students achieved  good (15%), 2 students achieved fair good (7%). Its means that
the result of this test was good, the percentage shows that there were 0 students
(0%) achieve low score (very good, good, fair good, and fair).
Based on the result above, it can be concluded that the rate percentage in post-
test was higher than the rate percentage in pre-test. None of the students achieve
excellent in both pre-test and post-test but the score increase significantly in post-
test where there were 2 and 6 students got very good and good respectively. There
were also 12 students achieve score among 7.5 till 5.6 and there was none student
achieve poor and very poor score in post-test.
Based on the table 1 and 2, it can be concluded that the rate percentage in
post-test was greater than the rate percentage in pre-test but not too significant.
1. Mean score
Table 4. Mean Score
Class
Mean Score
Pre-test Post-test
Experimental 59.97 82.25
The table above shows that, the mean score of the pre-test and post-test.
The mean score of pre-test was 59.97 which classified as poor and post-test was
82.25 which classified as good. It means that there was an improvement value, pre-
test and post-test.
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2. Standard deviation
Standard deviation of pre-test and post-test
Table 5. Standard Deviation
Class Standard Deviation
Pre-test Post-test
Experimental 13.68 86.62
The table above shows that, the standard deviation of pre-test and post-test.
The standard deviation of pre-test was 13.68 and post-test was 86.62.
3. Hypothesis Testing
The alternative hypothesis was accepted if the t-test is higher than t-table
and the null hypothesis rejected. While, if the t-test is smaller the t-table, the
null hypothesis is accepted and the alternative hypothesis rejected. The result
of inferential statistical analysis, in order to know whether the mean
difference between the two variables (pre-test and post-test) is statically
different at the level of significance (p) = 0.05 with the degree of freedom
(df) = 37-1 (36) where the number of students (N) = 36. The following table
shows the result of calculation.
Table 6. The Distribution of the Value of t-test
and t-table in Post-test
Variable t-test value t-table value
Post-test 7.585 2.021
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The table above showed that t-test is higher than t-table. The t-test achieve
7.585 and the t-table achieve 2.021. It means that the alternative hypothesis as
accepted. In other words, there was significant improvement after treatment so
Demonstration Method is effective to improve students’ vocabulary.
B. Discussion
The students’ vocabulary mastery can be developed by many approaches,
method, technique, or strategies. One of them was the use of Demonstration
Method. In this study, several things have been inferred logically. First, for classes,
they were inclined to have similar problem; they were difficult to memorize. For
example, when they were conducting a pretest, most of them could not answer the
test. Second, before applying Demonstration Method, the students’ vocabulary
mastery was very different. Most of the students were in the lowest level; poor,
fairly and fairly good. Third, after applying Demonstration Method, students in
experimental class showed their improvement in vocabulary. Most of them were in fairly
good, good, very good, and excellent. None of them was in fair, poor, and very poor.
The result of the data analysis through the vocabulary test showed that the
students’ English Vocabulary has increased. It was indicated by the students score in
pre-test and post-test. The mean score of the students in the pre-test only 59.97 %
students were in the good to adequate classification, but after giving treatment there
was improvement with the students’ score 82.25 % students that reached this
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classification in post-test. Meanwhile, in unacceptable-not classification the
percentage of the frequency of the students’ score was 75 % in pre-test then lessen
on to 0 %. Adequate to fair classification showed reduction, and excellent to good
classification showed an improvement.
The main goal of this study was to find out whether Demonstration Method can
be improve students’ English Vocabulary at the first year students of MAN 1
Makassar. The goals had been achieved because there was significance improvement
of the students’ English vocabulary after the treatment.
On the ground of the result of the research, the researcher supports with the
previous researcher that Demonstration Method to improve the students’ English
vocabulary. Abdul Wahid Karim (2014) states that the use of Demonstration
Method was effective to improve the students’ speaking ability of second year
students’ at SMP 27 Bulukumba the researcher’s reason supports the previous
researcher is because before treatment the students’ vocabulary mastery still
reasonable and after the treatment the students English vocabulary increased. We
can see from the score of the pre-test before treatment.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
This chapter presents the conclusions as well as few suggestions of this
study. Suggestions are taken based on findings and conclusions obtained in this
research.
A. Conclusion
Relating to the researcher findings and discussion in the previous chapter, the
conclusion presented in the following statements:
The data showed that Demonstration Method able to Improve Students’
English Vocabulary in the First Year at MAN 1 Makassar. It proved that the use
of Demonstration Method in teaching vocabulary contributes to the students’
achievements in mastering vocabulary. This can be seen from the increasing
score from the pre test (59,97) to the post test (82,25). Besides, teaching
vocabulary by using Demonstration Method teachers should give enough
opportunity to the students to work together, help each other, explore their ideas,
give reinforcements, and tell their errors and it was make enjoyable the students
in learning.
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B. Suggestions
The results of this research suggest
1. In teaching vocabulary, Demonstration Method should be used as one of
the alternative method which can motivate the students to enjoy the
teaching and learning process.
2. The use of  Demonstration Method can improve the students’
competence in improving their English vocabulary because they help each
other, and work together to accomplish the goal of the materials.
Therefore, the English teacher is recommended to teach them by applying
Demonstration Method.
LESSON PLAN
1. Identity:
Theme : 3th treatment
Subject : English
Skill : Vocabulary
Class : X IPA 1
Duration : 2 x 45 minutes
2. General Instructional Object:
The students will be able to understand about English vocabulary based on definition
described by the teacher/researcher.
3. Special Instructional Object:
Through this activity, the students are expected to be able to:
 Through this activity, the students are expected to be able to: Identification the name of
the definition described by the teacher/researcher.
 Get some vocabularies.
4. Teaching Material
CLASSROOM
( Researcher will teach the students by described definition of some vocabulary)
Dream :Series of imagine and events that happen in your mind while you are asleep
Know Have information in your mind
Forgive :Stop being angry with subject for something they have done to you
Overcome :Succeed in dealing with a problem that has prevented you from achieving
something
Acquire :Gain something by your own ability
Struggle :Try hard to do something or move somewhere when it is difficult
Receive :Get or accept something sent or given
Permit :Allow subject to do something or allow something to happen
Flipping :Make something move, especially by the air
Understand :Know or realize the meaning of subject
Seen :Become aware of something by using the eyes
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Feeling :Something felt through the mind
Pretend :Behave in a way that is intended to make people believe that something is true
when in reality it is not
Defend :Protect something from attack
Precede :Come or go before something in time, place or order
5. Teaching Procedure:
a. First Activity
 Greeting/recognizing.
 The teacher/researcher takes attendance list and read the students name.
 The teacher/researcher gives motivation.
 Recognizing about the material.
b. Initial Activity
 The teacher/researcher presents the material to the class.
 The teacher/researcher explains about the role of the method.
 The teacher/researcher teaches the student by described definition of some
vocabulary.
 The teacher/researcher mention the object around the class one by one with the
meaning.
 The students drill what the researcher have said.
 The researcher points the student to come in front of the class and mention at least 3
objects of vocabulary that they have acquired.
c. Final Activity
 The teacher/researcher gives some drill to the student before end the class.
6. Instrument and Instructional Resource
 Instrument : Kamus Inggris Indonesia written by John M. Echols.
 Resource Instructional : English Dictionary
7. Evaluation:
 Procedure : The teacher/researcher did evaluation based on the
students` activity in the classroom.
 Evaluation Instrument
Oral test : rehearsal at the classroom.
Writing test : giving pre-test and post-test.
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LESSON PLAN
1. Identity:
Theme : 4th treatment
Subject : English
Skill : Vocabulary
Class : X IPA 1
Duration : 2 x 45 minutes
2. General Instructional Object:
The students will be able to understand about English vocabulary based on guess style.
3. Special Instructional Object:
Through this activity, the students are expected to be able to:
 Get some vocabularies.
 Through this activity, the students are expected to be able to: Identification meaning of
some vocabulary by showing guess the style
4. Teaching Material
Dig : Menggali Set : Mengatur
Drive : Mengemudi Bring : Membawa
Leap : Melompat Acquaint : Memperkenalkan
Overhear : Menguping Shed : Menumpahkan
Stride : Melangkah Hide : Bersembunyi
Divide : Membagi
Explain : Menjelaskan
Tie : Mengikat
Achieve : Meraih
Avoid : Menghindari
5. Teaching Procedure:
d. First Activity
 Greeting/recognizing.
 The teacher/researcher takes attendance list and read the students name.
 The teacher/researcher gives motivation.
 Recognizing about the material.
e. Initial Activity
 The teacher/researcher presents the material to the students.
 The teacher/researcher explains about the role of the method.
 The teacher/researcher teaches the student the realia object around the school.
 The teacher/researcher mention the name of the style that shown by some students in
front of the class one by one.
 The students drill what the researcher have said.
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f. Final Activity
 The teacher/researcher gives some drill to the student.
6. Instrument and Instructional Resource
 Instrument : Kamus Inggris Indonesia written by John M. Echols and
Hassan Shadily.
 Resource Instructional : English Dictionary
7. Evaluation:
 Procedure : The teacher/researcher did evaluation based on the
students` activity in the classroom.
 Evaluation Instrument
Oral test : rehearsal at the classroom.
Writing test : giving pre-test and post-test.
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APPENDIX I
Result of the Students’ Pre-test and post-test in Experimental Group
Number of
Respondents
Pre-test Post-test
X X22 X X22
NAN 60 3600 80 6400
MA 52
2704
76
5776
IAN 60 3600 80 6400
IN 52 2704 76 5776
DMM 66 4356 84 7056
AF 68 4624 80 6400
AMR 66 4356 80 6400
AINR 64 4096 80 6400
AZR 66 4356 92 8464
AHP 52 2704 80 6400
AN 58 3364 75 5625
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ADM 65 4225 84 7056
ADP 68 4624 84 7056
AMM 62 3844 80 6400
MF 68 4624 84 7056
MZM 62 3844 83 6889
UWA 60 3600 88 7744
UKM 66 4356 85 7225
NFU 62 3844 83 6889
NYE 52 2704 72 5184
NAT 63 3969 85 7225
SNAD 60 3600 88 7744
RN 56 3136 88 7744
PRA 60 3600 82 6724
PHS 66 4356 88 7744
NA 64 4096 88 7744
NKR 68 6424 88 7744
NAI 60 3600 84 7056
NFH 66 4356 83 6889
NR 53 2809 86 7396
NAD 62 3844 88 7744
MA 44 1936 68 4624
MFMN 47 2209 81 6561
EMM 53 2809 72
40
5184
AUB 52 2704 84 7056
AAF 56 3136 82 6724
∑ 2159 132713 2961 244499
Average 59.97 82.25
Where:
Ʃ : Sum of each datum
Average : Mean score
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APPENDIX II
The Mean Score
1. Pre-test 2. Post-test
N
X
1
 N
X
1

37
2159
1  37
2961
1 
36.581  02.801 
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APPENDIX III
Standard Deviation
1. Pre-test 2. Post-test
1n
SSSD 1 1
1
 n
SSSD
Where: SS1 =
  22
1 n
 Where: SS2 =   2222 n

SS1 =
  2
37
2159132713  SS2 =  237
2961244499
SS1 = 37
281.4661132713 SS2 = 37
521,8767244499 
SS1 = 57,125980132713  SS2= 02,960.236244499 
SS1 = 6.732,43 SS2 = 7.538,98
1
1
 n
SSSD 1
1
 n
SSSD
137
43,732.6
SD 137
7.538,98
SD
36
43,732.6SD 36
7.538,98SD
01,187SD 98,502.7SD
SD = 13,68 SD = 86,62
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The Significance Different
02,801 X SS1 = 7.538,98
36,582 X SS2 = 6.73243
1. t-Test
t =



 






2121
21
21
11
2 nnnn
SSSS
t =








37
1
237
73243.698,538.7
36,5802,80
t =





37
1
35
27138.14
66,21
t =   02.075371429.407
66,21
t = 50742858.815
66,21
t = 85570.2
66,21
tHitung = 7.585
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2. t-Table
For level of significance (D) = 0.05
Degree of freedom (df) = N -2 = 37– 2 = 35
t – Table = 2.021
APPENDIX IV
Distribution of t –Table
df
Level of Significance for two-tailed test
0,5 0,2 0,1 0,05 0,02 0,01
Level of Significance for one-tailed test
0,25 0,1 0 0,025 0,01 0.005
1 1,000 3,078 6,314 12,706 31,821 63,657
2 0,816 1,886 2,920 4,303 6,965 9,926
3 0,765 1,638 2,353 3,183 4,541 5,841
4 0,741 1,533 2,132 2,776 3,747 4,604
5 0,727 1,476 2,015 2,571 3,365 4,032
6 0,718 1,440 1,943 2,447 2,143 3,707
7 0,711 1,451 1,895 2,365 2,998 3,499
8 0,706 1,397 1,860 2,306 2,896 3,355
9 0,703 1,383 1,833 2,262 2,821 3,250
10 0,700 1,372 1,812 2,226 2,764 3,169
11 0,697 1,363 1,769 2,201 2,718 3,106
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12 0,695 1,356 1,782 2,179 2,681 3,055
13 0,694 1,350 1,771 2,160 2,650 3,120
14 0,692 1,345 1,761 2,143 2,624 2,977
15 0,691 1,341 1,753 2,331 2,604 2,947
16 0,690 1,337 1,746 2,120 2,583 2,921
17 0,689 1,333 1,740 2,110 2,567 2,898
18 0,688 1,330 1,734 2,101 2,552 2,878
19 0,688 1,328 1,729 2,093 2,539 2,861
20 0,687 1,325 1,725 2,086 2,528 2,845
21 0,686 1,323 1,721 2,080 2,518 2,831
22 0,686 1,321 1,717 2,074 2,505 2,819
23 0,685 1,319 1,714 2,690 2,500 2,807
24 0,685 1,318 1,711 2,640 2,492 2,797
25 0,684 1,316 1,708 2,060 2,485 2,787
26 0,684 1,315 1,706 2,056 2,479 2,779
27 0,684 1,314 1,703 2,052 2,473 2,771
28 0,683 1,313 1,701 2,048 2,467 2,763
29 0,683 1,311 1,699 2,045 2,462 2,756
30 0,683 1,310 1,697 2,042 2,457 2,750
40 0,681 1,303 1,684 2,021 2,423 2,704
60 0,679 1,296 1,671 2,000 2,390 2,660
120 0,677 1,289 1,658 2,890 2,358 2,617
0,674 1,282 1,645 1,960 2,326 2,576
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APPENDIX V
Instruments
INSTRUMENT OF THE RESEARCH IN THE PRE TEST
NAME                :
CLASS               :
ID NUMBER    :
ADDRES           :
a. Multiple choices
Choose the best answer to complete the sentences.
1. My mother was …… vegetable into a lot of small piece.
a. Cutting c. slicing
b. Amputating d. Chopping
2. The children were ….. pictures of their house.
a. Scribbling c. Drawing
b. Tracing d. Sketching
3. She …… a couple of sugar lumps into her coffee.
a. Stumbles c. Drops
b. Pushes over d. Brings down
4. Supporters came to ….. the president’s speech.
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a. Hear c. Monitor
b. Bug d. Eavesdrop
5. We walk all around the town …… a place to say.
a. Find c. Look for
b. Search d. Hunt
6. The monkeys ….. down the tree.
a. Sprint c. Run
b. Jog d. Scampered
7. He …… large amount of money to finance his gamling.
a. Rob c. Embezzles
b. Take d. Steal
8. She took of her shoes and ……… them on the floor.
a. Chuck c. Throw
b. Flick d. Lob
9. She …… quickly and purposefully into her room with her and upright.
a. Stride c. Stumble
b. Walk d. Limp
10. The rain had come in through the bottom of our tent and completely
…. Our clothes.
a. Wets c. Clammy
b. Soaked d. Damped
b. Match the word in column A with the word or phrase in column B
that means the opposite.
Column A Column B
1. Slowly  : ….. a. Close
2. Large    : …... b. Interested
3. Same    : …… c. Everyone
4. Above  : …… d. False
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5. Open    : …... e. After
6. Bored   : …… f. Quickly
7. Before  : …… g. Different
8. Cool     : …… h. Below
9. No one : …… i. small
10. True : …… j. Warm
c. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate form of the words given in the
brackets!
1. Are you ……………….. in the latest developments in technology?
(interest)
2. There is friendly ………… between the two teams. (rival)
3. Mr. Jhon’s lessons are really ………… I hate his lessons. (bore)
4. I don’t like  …..  pickle cabbages. (eat)
5. His job is to paint houses and put paper on the walls. He is a/an
……….. (decorate).
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INSTRUMENT OF THE RESEARCH IN THE POST TEST
NAME                :
CLASS :
ID NUMBER    :
ADDRES           :
d. Multiple choices
Choose the best answer to complete the sentences.
1. Rina doesn’t stop during the rice. She goes  running. “Go on” means:
a. Wait b. Continue c. Leave
2. Some visitors come to find out about San Marino’s history. “Find out”
means:
a. Teach b. Dream c. Learn
3. Would you like to rest? Are you getting tired? “Getting” in  this sentence
means”
a. Taking b. Becoming c. Buying
4. My boss said that unless I raised the standard of my work. I was likely lose
my job. “Raised” means:
a. Put up b. Provoke c. Drop
5. I hurled my youth into a grave. “Hurled” means:
a. Began b. Threw c. Yelled
6. Gil wonders. “What made our lives so different?” He “Wonders” means:
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a. He argues b. He asks himself c. He describes
7. Ana saw someone new across the room. She was starting at her. “starting”
means:
a. Talk b. Point a finger c. Keep looking
8. More and more people are gaining experience with the internet. “Gaining”
means:
a. Decrease b. Imagine c. Get
9. Some people use the internet to avoid other people because they prefer to
be alone. “Avoid” means:
a. Make friends with . b. Keep away from c.
Spend time with
10. During the race, the runners legs sometimes hurt. “Hurt” means:
a. Feel bad b. Move on c. Stop
b. Match the synonyms of the left words!
1. Lazy a. Enjoyable
2. Care b. Take care of
3. Helper c. Assistant
4. Deliver d. Send
5. Delicious e. Full of activity
6. Busy f. Tasty
7. Worry g. Be anxious
8. Look after h. Mind
9. Cheerful i. Happy
10. Pleasant j. Idle
C Fill in the blanks with the appropriate form of the words given in
the brackets!
11. I want to see the National Theater’s  ………… of
Arthur Miller’s The Last Yankee’. (present)
12. My nephew is a professional ……… (wrestle)
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13. I am so …….. that we are going to New York
Tomorrow. (excite)
14. Women wear these ….. skirt. (tradition)
15. Do you always behave ………….. when your naughty
nieces come to visit? (toleranc)
APPENDIX VI
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